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About This Content

Unlocks the option to change the in-game soundtrack to the original soundtrack and sound effects from the original 1998 release
of Resident Evil 2.

*This can be found in the "Music/SFX Version" section of the Options Menu.
*Please note this is the same content included in the Extra DLC Pack.
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Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460 or AMD FX™-6300 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 or AMD Radeon™ R7 260x with 2GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 26 GB available space

Additional Notes: This game is expected to run at 1080p/30 FPS. If you have don't have enough graphics memory to run the
game at your selected texture quality, you must go to Options > Graphics and lower the texture quality or shadow quality, or
decrease the resolution. An internet connection is required for product activation. (Network connectivity uses Steam®
developed by Valve® Corporation.)
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I mean, it's another Far Cry game. Don't expect them to revolutionize anything in each new installment. If you go into this
expecting a gameplay experience much like the previous Far Cry games, you won't be disappointed.

Personally, I love this game. I'm a sucker for the stone age, so the setting was what really drew me in. They apparently did a lot
of research into what the language of the Proto Indo Europeans may have sounded like and created a basic language just for this
game. The characters and cultures in the game are pretty interesting to get to know.

I found the beast riding in the game surprisingly smooth and easy - I was expecting more bugs. As followers, they're less
optimized since their pathfinding can be a little wonky at times.

The combat is fine, but it's nothing spectacular. It's like previous Far Cry games, but focused on melee and bows instead. Plus,
you have your beast followers which can be very useful in taking out encampments.

The graphics are beautiful and the environment is well-crafted. There's plenty of different areas to explore and the map is quite
large. Like in other Far Cry games, the map doesn't disappoint when it comes to size and build.

If you're a completionist, there's a ton of repetitive side quests for you to do and things to collect.

There's not much else to say about this game. If you like cavemen and the Far Cry franchise, definitely pick this up. If you want
something completely fresh and new after previous Far Cry games, give this a skip.. Absolutely zero depth and way, way too
much forced humor. To add insult to injury one of the last missions in the story glitched out and I never got to finish it. Don't
buy this at any price.. Paid $20 for 2 hours of gameplay. WURF IT. It's sad that there won't be sequel to this game, as this is one
of the only great games Tell Tale has made. In fact, it is the best game by Telltale. A great dark-fairy tale story that I highly
recommend.. Mainly bought it because it was like 50 cents, but I could honestly see paying full price for this DLC. As a person
who's always enjoyed collecting weapons in AC games, I loved seeing my trusty Pirate Schimitar back from when I played AC4.
To me it makes the DLC worthwhile, especially for sale price.
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Just... WOW.. ! Things like this are the reason I bought VR. It is not using most complex objects you can see, but the feeling
you have... is something. I want more things like this. And I absolutely adore the way they implemented real people in it. Still
strying to figure out how... is it object with texture? Or some 3D video?. Everything wrong with the early access program. Got
this for $1 and even that might be too much for what comes across as a high school weekend project. Ghastly graphics (purple
pushes, green grass, weird red or blue haze coming from polygonal looking buildings). An interfact that is more ambitious than
it is capable, AI that makes rocks look intelligent. A complete lack of any sort of overview or instruction. Very poor hit
detection, shooting an enemy from 30 yards away will depelte your health when it explodes for no reason.

I think I can see where the developer would like to bring the game, but do not have faith the game will get there. This should
have never been put on the market for a fee.. Video of gameplay: https://youtu.be/kQVZTLhPNSg

This is a very well made game, I love the concept. You are in a carboard maze/labrynth attempting to find your way out while
avoiding boobie traps and THE PUMPKING KING. You can reset traps to get rid of the pumpkin king or shoot him with
various weapons you aquire. The maps are procedurally generated and there is even an option in the settings to open a map
"seed". You input numbers and it generates a map, so you can replicate the exact same map by inputting certain numbers. This is
definitely cool if someone finds a unique map or a hard map you can give friends the seed # for the map. I like that they have
both teleport and full locomotion options for this game for those prone to motion sickness, you won't have any issues.

The games not real scary but it gets intense and creepy when the pumpking king is chasing you. The various roaches zooming
around startled me a few times lol.

Great game, DEFINITELY worth the price, especially at the launch sale pricepoint!. This game is HARD! But a lot of fun! I
tried playing it both on my own, and with my girlfriend. I'm not sure which is more difficult - trying to control both of the
astronauts on your own requires a lot of attention dividing, but playing it with a partner requires good communication and co-
operation.

The game is pretty brutal and throws hazards at you from the very first level. It's one thing figuring out how to get through a
particular level, and an entirely separate challenge successfully coordinating the astronauts to accomplish whatever needs to be
done. But when you do finally finish a level, it's very rewarding and makes you want to get straight into tackling what's next.

It's frustrating yet challenging game and I'd recommend it to any experienced player that's looking for something more
demanding. A good one to play over a lunch hour at work with a colleague.. Disappointing! Takes forever to load and close.
Can't get the non-vr version to work. Multiple tries and I can't get the first cab switches to hi-lite much less work.. I bought
After Death on sale after looking at some Metroidvania style games, and decided on this one solely based on how cool the music
was in the trailer.

The gameplay is reminiscent of an old SNES classic. There's a huge map to explore, but each area has it's own portals for fast
traveling. In total, it probably took me about 6 hours to complete, but I hear that there are two final boss fights. I've only
discovered the first one so far.

In terms of difficulty, I felt that I struggled more at the beginning of the game. Once you pick up a decent amount of health
upgrades, it's not too hard.

If you're a fan of these old school Metroidvania titles, I'd recommend this one. The music had me hooked and the feeling of
nostalgia was rife throughout. Pretty cool story too.

I hope more people check this game out. It's only got a few reviews so far but it deserves way more.

PROS:
Excellent soundtrack
Skulls everywhere
Cool level design
Nice mix of boss fights
The 'Awesome Video Game Memories' secret room was beautiful! :')
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CONS:
Maybe too easy?. The Last Birdling is one of the most fantastic VN's I've read. Every character is packed with personality, and
throughout the story it's a treat to see how everyone changes (or doesn't change). And even though it's only a few hours to reach
an ending, it feels so much longer than that. Props to InvertMouse for telling such a moving tale.
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